The continuous absorption spectra of gaseous bromine (Peskow 1917; Ribaud 1919; Gray and Style 1929; Acton, Aikin and Bayliss 1936) and of dissolved bromine (Bovis 1929; Gillam and Morton 1929) have been studied many times. They present a wide continuum (from about 30,000 to 17,000 cm.-1) with a maximum at 24,000 cm.-1. For the gas the continuum is preceded by two band systems on the long wave-length side. These systems converge at 19,585 and 15,896 cm.-1 respectively. Acton, Aikin and Bayliss (1936) have shown that the continuum is not simple, and Mulliken (1936) and Darbyshire (1937) have pointed out that there are three overlapping continua corresponding to transitions from the ground state to three different excited electronic states. They are 3/70'<-, 3771 <-1Eg and 1II<-
The angle corresponds to an increase of thickness of 0-00953 mm./mm. length (Goodeve and Richardson 1937) . Two horizontal lines, parallel to the bottom of the wedge, were etched on the face of the cell. The cell was placed in front of the slit of a Hilger E3 quartz spectrograph. The length of the slit was adjusted so that the reference lines and the bottom of the cell appeared in the spectrum. The light source was a hydrogen discharge tube, and Ilford ortho plates were used. Photographs were first taken with the full cell, and afterwards with the empty cell and decreasing times. The blackening of the plates was compared by means of a Zeiss microphotometer. The con tinuous range of thicknesses between 0-00953 and 0-14 mm. gave points from 17,000 to 18,000 cm.-1 and further in the ultra-violet from 28,100 to 29,500 cm."1.
In order to get the maximum, thinner layers were obtained by pressing a drop of liquid between two optically worked quartz plates and surrounding the edges with paraffin wax. The photographs were taken with an iron tungsten spark, a divided beam Spekker photometer, and a Hilger medium quartz E3 spectrograph. As in the first system, pairs of spectra, corre sponding to a known optical density, were obtained and the match point determined visually. The thickness of the bromine layer was calculated from the optical density required to get match points at wave-lengths for which the extinction coefficient was known. Three different layers of bro mine were used, each of which gave match points from the maximum down to lower densities, overlapping on both sides with the wedge cell measure ments.
Previous authors (Bovis 1929 ) prepared such layers of liquid, but they determined the thickness by means of Newton's rings. This method is not very accurate, as the thickness is of the order of one or two wave-lengths and varies from place to place. In our experiments, the light beam always crossed the bromine layer in the same spot, in the calibration as well as in the extinction coefficient measurement itself. Therefore the accuracy of the absolute values obtained depends on the reliability of the wedge cell measurements. In these, the thickness can be determined accurately, and the error for e does not exceed 2 %.
R esults
The molecular extinction coefficient is determined by the equation 1 7o 1 « = l°gio7 -J where J0 and I are the intensity of the incident and transm itted beams respectively, c the concentration in g.mol./litre, and l the thickness of the absorption layer in centimetres. It is seen from fig. 1 th at the extinction coefficient curve of liquid bromine has a maximum value at 24,000 c m r 1, followed by a minimum at 28,600 cm.-1. It was not possible to determine the maximum of the second band because it requires too thin a layer of bromine and lies probably farther than 45 000 cm.-1. On the long wave-length side of the maximum, the curve presents a hump at about 20,000 cm.-1, and then goes down quite smoothly until 12,000 cm.-1 . The hump indicates that in the liquid, as well as in the gaseous and dissolved bromine, the first band is not a single one. The form of the first part of the second band also suggests that it is a composite one. The data of Bovis and of Camichel are in good agreement with ours. Ac cording to Bovis, the maximum is at 24,000 cm.-1, but his curve does not present a hump and diverges appreciably from ours in the region of the minimum. Fig. 1 shows that the positions of the maximum of the hump and the shape of the curve do not change appreciably for the three states con sidered. But in the region of the maximum, e is more than twice as large for liquid as for gaseous bromine, the difference being much bigger for shorter wave-lengths. Beer's law is not valid for the passage from the gas to the dissolved and liquid states. It has been shown (Ribaud 1919) that for A < 5430 A gaseous bromine does not follow exactly Beer s law, e increasing slightly with the concentration. The same discrepancy will most probably occur with dissolved bromine. These facts show that in the three states considered absorption of fight by bromine involves the same electronic transitions, but the probability of these transitions increases on passing from the gaseous to the dissolved and liquid states.
According to Mulfiken (1936), the continuum (maximum at , cm.-i) may be attributed to the transition, and the continuum (maximum at 20,400 cm.-1) to the two transitions " an m g m But it is also possible to attribute A to , , g . and B to Darbyshire (1937) SUPP°, ® î nterpretation of Mulliken, bnt he points out that <me co A to and B to =17+^'A, transitions, W +-A, 8IV * wntinuum, the maximum lying at about 22 000 cm. • This In bromine the probability of such transitions 1 «, /oo 160 and 740 forQ M M " " I ' " ly )'T aJkntum fe m the Stark effect that 0f slightly improbable transitions. It is clear that the influence electric fields of the surrounding molecules must increase with the con centration and that e will be larger for liquid than for gaseous bromine. With the second explanation of Mulliken and the second of Darby shire, one could more easily understand why the two maxima increase in approximately the same ratio on passing from the gas to the liquid, as in both these ex planations the continua would be due mainly to triplet singlet transitions. Our results, however, do not allow any decisive conclusion to be drawn concerning these interpretations. Fig. 1 shows that the minimum of the curve shifts towards the shortwave lengths in passing from the liquid to the solution and to the gas, i.e. the second absorption band becomes more intense or shifts towards the red as the density of the bromine increases. The difference between e for the gas and the liquid increases with the frequency and becomes very large for the far ultra-violet band. The explanation of this fact is probably that the influence of the surrounding molecules, in an electronic transition, increases with increasing excitation energy. The higher the energy of an excited state, the more strongly is the state affected by the forces between the molecules and their surroundings.
As we said before, the extinction coefficient curve falls regularly on the long wave-length side, without any sign of band structure up to the limit of the infra-red. It is a case of complete broadening of the lines. This broad ening must also be due to the influence of the surrounding moleculesespecially to the shortening of the lifetime of the excited molecules by so-called " induced predissociation (Kondratjew) ".
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Summary
The absorption spectrum of liquid bromine has been measured between 2,000 and 40,000 cm.-1. In the region of the maximum, the measurements have been made by a new method, giving more accurate results than have been previously obtained. The extinction coefficient curve is compared with those of gaseous bromine and of the carbon tetrachloride solution. An interpretation of the difference between the three states is attempted. It has been realized by several investigators that with some exceptions compounds containing the hydroxyl group have a sharp absorption band close to 2-7 5/6,and frequently another much wider band about 3/6. Errera and Mollet (1936, 1937) and Errera (1937) have shown that the latter is an " association" band which diminishes on dilution in a non-polar solvent, or by raising the temperature, when the association complexes split up and the hydroxyl band at 2*75/6 becomes more pronounced. (Compare also Barchewitz (1937) and Freymann (1937) .) In the present investigation of the infra-red absorption spectra of certain hydroxy compounds in the 3/6 region we have made observations of the effect of the structure of the molecule on both the above-mentioned bands, as well as on the CH vibration bands.
Investigations of
The OH bands in the region about 1*4-1 -6/6 have been investigated by Wulf and his co-workers (1935, 1936) for the most part with solutions of about 0*01 mol./l. in which the association band had practically disappeared. This work relates to the first overtone of the fundamental frequency in the region of 3/6, and has revealed striking constancy of wave-length and
